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The Formentera Department of Culture is pleased to announce that nearly three years after his
first concert on Formentera, Ramon Mirabet and his band of musicians are back on the island to
present their latest album Begin Again in a concert included in this year’s programme for the
feast day of Sant Jaume (St James).

  

As a creator, producer and spectacular performer, Mirabet takes the crowd to a world where the
epic meets simplicity, and where nothing falls by the wayside. New sounds from new songs cut
straight to the epicentre of rock, the very core of our dancing genes and the very root of
tenderness.

  

With Begin Again, Ramon Mirabet continues to prove that his is not a conventional career. That
he’s not unwilling to watch the current as it ebbs from the shore and that his voice remains
without parallel.

  

“Begin Again”
Begin Again is an album splintered by the patience that it takes to make anything one can feel
satisfied with. A visceral album made in colliding with the walls of time, inspiration and pressure.
Ramon Mirabet knew this album would be the best he wanted to make at this precise moment
and that nothing and no one would change his plans. The songs on Begin Again
are written from a place of love and from the positive anger that stirs us to abandon grudges,
from the sights and experiences of travel, from well-fitting friendships and from the conviction
that starting over doesn’t mean taking a single step backwards.

  

The free, limited-seating concert will take place at 10.00pm on Saturday 24 July in the courtyard
of the Sant Ferran schools. Tickets are available at www.entradesformentera.cat .
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